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 The Long View: The Peak in Peaks
3Q21 Commentary: The future for equities and the economy may not be as gloomy as peak monetary policy suggests.

 Underwriting Companies with Pricing Power
Dividend Strategy 3Q21: Our positioning for higher rates was rewarded in the third quarter.

 U.S. Midstream: What's Next?
An improved yet unsung midstream business model positions the sector well as energy demand and production return.

 Health Care Innovation Driving New Growth Markets
Analysts Marshall Gordon and Nick Wu pinpoint promising trends in diabetes and obesity management and advances in
clinical testing.

 Anatomy of a Recession: 3Q21 Update
Jeff Schulze and Josh Jamner address marginal changes to their bullish economic and market outlook as the expansion
transitions to mid cycle.

Portfolio Manager Shane Hurst joins Matt Bushby to discuss how government spending on infrastructure may play into global
stimulus packages as economies look to recover from the pandemic, the possibility of further privatization of user-pays assets and
the impact of the U.S. election on infrastructure portfolios.
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